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Purpose: While Monte Carlo particle transport has proven useful in many areas (treatment head

design, dose calculation, shielding design, and imaging studies) and has been particularly important

for proton therapy (due to the conformal dose distributions and a finite beam range in the patient), the

available general purpose Monte Carlo codes in proton therapy have been overly complex for most

clinical medical physicists. The learning process has large costs not only in time but also in reliability.

To address this issue, we developed an innovative proton Monte Carlo platform and tested the tool in

a variety of proton therapy applications.

Methods: Our approach was to take one of the already-established general purpose Monte Carlo

codes and wrap and extend it to create a specialized user-friendly tool for proton therapy. The result-

ing tool, TOol for PArticle Simulation (TOPAS), should make Monte Carlo simulation more readily

available for research and clinical physicists. TOPAS can model a passive scattering or scanning beam

treatment head, model a patient geometry based on computed tomography (CT) images, score dose,

fluence, etc., save and restart a phase space, provides advanced graphics, and is fully four-dimensional

(4D) to handle variations in beam delivery and patient geometry during treatment. A custom-designed

TOPAS parameter control system was placed at the heart of the code to meet requirements for ease

of use, reliability, and repeatability without sacrificing flexibility.

Results: We built and tested the TOPAS code. We have shown that the TOPAS parameter system pro-

vides easy yet flexible control over all key simulation areas such as geometry setup, particle source

setup, scoring setup, etc. Through design consistency, we have insured that user experience gained in

configuring one component, scorer or filter applies equally well to configuring any other component,

scorer or filter. We have incorporated key lessons from safety management, proactively removing pos-

sible sources of user error such as line-ordering mistakes. We have modeled proton therapy treatment

examples including the UCSF eye treatment head, the MGH stereotactic alignment in radiosurgery

treatment head and the MGH gantry treatment heads in passive scattering and scanning modes, and

we have demonstrated dose calculation based on patient-specific CT data. Initial validation results

show agreement with measured data and demonstrate the capabilities of TOPAS in simulating beam

delivery in 3D and 4D.

Conclusions: We have demonstrated TOPAS accuracy and usability in a variety of proton therapy

setups. As we are preparing to make this tool freely available for researchers in medical physics, we

anticipate widespread use of this tool in the growing proton therapy community. © 2012 American

Association of Physicists in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4758060]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo dose calculation is considered a benchmark for

other dose calculation algorithms. The potential impact of

Monte Carlo dose calculation in radiation therapy may be

bigger in proton therapy than in conventional therapy with

x-rays because of the sharp distal dose falloff. Higher confor-

mity to the region encompassing the patient’s tumor causes

the delivered dose distribution to be more affected by uncer-

tainties in beam delivery, patient setup/immobilization, tissue

heterogeneities, organ motion, and dose calculation. The ef-

fect of tissue heterogeneities on proton range is profound.

In addition, the Monte Carlo method can account for both

electromagnetic and nuclear interactions. It has been shown

that the routine use of Monte Carlo for clinical dose cal-

culation in proton therapy could potentially allow a reduc-

tion of uncertainty margins in treatment planning, which in

turn might significantly reduce side effects.1 To achieve this,

we need to introduce user-friendly Monte Carlo to proton

clinics.

In spite of their value, Monte Carlo codes are currently

underutilized. Simulation projects in proton therapy are gen-

erally undertaken only by research groups with deep Monte

Carlo expertise, limited to a handful of institutions focus-

ing on research. Proton Monte Carlo is not yet widely used

among clinical medical physicists. The learning process has

large costs not only in time, but also in reliability. Ad hoc ap-

plications are passed from user to user along with potentially

incorrect or outdated habits.

There are Monte Carlo codes in proton therapy that fo-

cus on specific applications. One example is VMCpro.2 This

code is extremely fast and is the basis of some commercial

applications. However, it is optimized for patient dose calcu-

lation and does not allow complex geometries or tracking of

all secondary particles. Its physics implementations are based

on approximations which limit its general applicability. For

general purpose applications, various Monte Carlo codes have

been used in proton therapy, such as MCNPX,3 FLUKA,4 and

Geant4.5, 6 While the accuracy of these codes can be expected

to be comparable, Geant4 supports a higher level of geomet-

rical complexity. Geant4 is an all-particle code able to handle

motion and magnetic fields (including time-dependent fields).

By virtue of its open source design and use of a modern pro-

gramming language (C++), Geant4 allows easy access to

particle information at any level of the simulation. Geant4 al-

ready has a long history in proton therapy.7, 8

It is the very flexibility of Geant4 that leads to its com-

plexity. It takes a long time for a user to achieve the expertise

generally required for medical physics applications, and there

are many ways in which the inexpert user may misuse the

code. Users often find it difficult to identify the appropriate

physics settings or to handle complex geometries in a CPU

and memory-efficient manner. Geant4’s functionality to han-

dle time-dependent changes in position, fields, beam current,

etc., escapes all but the most expert users. And while Geant4

supports powerful concepts such as parallel world geometry,

to allow users to score in arbitrary regions and perform use-

ful tasks such as propagating particles in the computed tomo-

graphic (CT) grid while calculating dose in a coarser planning

grid, in practice few users master these abilities.

Accordingly, we launched a project to layer on top of the

Geant4 Monte Carlo toolkit a specialized proton simulation

tool that would:

1. preserve the underlying Geant4 code,

2. deliver the full capabilities of Geant4 in terms of

speed, accuracy, and flexibility,

3. offer a well benchmarked underlying physics,

4. support users who have limited or no programming

expertise, and

5. introduce the routine use of Monte Carlo to the proton

therapy community.

Since TOPAS will be freely available for researchers in

medical physics, the tool is expected to boost proton Monte

Carlo related research in medical physics and the clinical use

of Monte Carlo simulation. A watershed moment in the his-

tory of Monte Carlo simulation in medical physics was the

release of BEAM (Ref. 9) (now BEAMnrc), a user code writ-

ten for EGSnrc (Ref. 10) to simulate electron and x-ray beams

through radiotherapy treatment heads. A testament to the im-

pact of BEAM is that its general paper, published in 1995,9

has over 600 citations. TOPAS is in a sense a BEAMnrc

(and DOSXYZnrc) for all particles (although our current im-

plementation focuses on proton therapy). We anticipate that

TOPAS will become the most used Monte Carlo tool in pro-

ton therapy. To achieve this ambitious goal the TOPAS design

is based on a well-structured software architecture that an-

ticipates the majority of scenarios that a user might want to

simulate (including all existing proton therapy facilities), and

is user-friendly and accurate.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Overall structure of TOPAS

TOPAS is designed as a “user code” layered on top of

Geant4. TOPAS includes the standard Geant4 toolkit, plus ad-

ditional code to make Geant4 easier to control and to extend

Geant4 functionality. Because TOPAS is layered neatly on

top of Geant4, it can evolve as Geant4 evolves. With TOPAS,

whatever new features, improved accuracy and calculation ef-

ficiency become available to the general Geant4 user commu-

nity become easily available to the proton therapy community

without obstructing any of the flexibility of Geant4. For the

rest of this paper, when we refer to “native Geant4” we mean

the toolkit as it comes directly from the Geant4 Collaboration,

as opposed to with TOPAS extensions.

TOPAS aims to make proton simulation both “reliable”

and “repeatable.” “Reliable” means both accurate physics and

a high likelihood to simulate precisely what the user intended

to simulate, reducing issues of wrong units, wrong materials,

wrong scoring locations, etc. “Repeatable” means not just

getting the same result from one simulation to another, but

being able to easily restore a previously used setup and reduc-

ing sources of error when a setup is passed from one user to

another.
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We first discuss TOPAS’ custom-designed control layer,

the “TOPAS parameter control system.” Next, we discuss the

additional parts of TOPAS that make it possible for users to

develop sophisticated treatment head models, import patient

geometry, and control particle sources, physics settings, scor-

ing and graphical output, all without the need to write C++

user code. This paper is not meant to be a user handbook (a

handbook will become available for online use soon). Nev-

ertheless, we do show detailed examples even on the syntax

level to demonstrate the capabilities of TOPAS and to give the

reader a clear understanding how this tool would be used in

specific applications.

II.B. Parameter control system

Key to TOPAS reliability is that entirely different simula-

tion projects, such as those shown in the results section, are all

built with the exact same compiled code, built by the TOPAS

Collaboration, tested formally, and tested by many users. The

user does not have to write this code or even have detailed un-

derstanding of Geant4. What is different from one example to

the next is the set of user input “parameter files” that specify

everything: geometry, particle source, fields, motion, scoring,

graphical output, and physics settings.

One runs TOPAS as a command-line program with the

name of the top level parameter file. That file includes what-

ever other parameter files are needed (Fig. 1). Each parameter

file is a simple text file consisting of one or more lines, spec-

ifying either an include file or a parameter definition. Each

parameter definition line has the same easily mastered format

that specifies a parameter type, parameter name, parameter

value, and has an optional comment:

� Parameter_Type : Parameter_Name = Parameter_Value

# Optional comment

Geant4 Data 
Files

Standard Geant4 
Physics Cross-

Section Data Files

User
Parameter File

le ) 
provides user's 

customization of 
simulation parameters

Geant4 
Simulation 

Toolkit
( C++ )

Standard Geant4 
Release 9.4 or newer

TOPAS 
Application

( C++ )
Uses and Extends 
Geant4 for Proton 

Therapy

Other 
Parameter Files

le )
additional simulation 

parameters

etc.
le 

hierarchy may be 
arbitrarily complex

Other 
Parameter Files

le )
additional simulation 

parameters

Other 
Parameter Files

le )
additional simulation 

parameters

FIG. 1. TOPAS application uses and extends the standard Geant4 simulation

toolkit. The only element that the user needs to write is the user parameter file,

a simple text file that controls the simulation. The user parameter file may in

turn include additional parameter files that the user may write or may obtain

from other users at their own institution, from colleagues at other institutions,

or from hardware vendors.

The order of lines within a parameter file does not matter,

removing a potential source of user error. Where a parameter

file includes more than one other file, the order of that inclu-

sion does not matter. Throughout TOPAS a guiding principle

is to “engineer-out” sources of user error.

We require specification of a “Parameter_Type”, “s”, “b”,

“i” or “d”, meaning string, boolean, integer or double, to catch

the next level of possible user errors. TOPAS performs strict

type checking, checking that the Parameter_Value is appropri-

ate and complete for the given Parameter_Type. Parameters of

type “double” will not be accepted without a unit (or an ex-

plicit statement that this particular double should be unitless).

This protects against users making the wrong assumption that

some number was in cm versus mm. Parameters of type “in-

teger” will not allow any decimal point. This protects against

users making the wrong assumption about whether decimal

portions are rounded versus truncated.

The parameter names are organized with a set of pre-

fixes corresponding to major parts of the code: Ge/ for ge-

ometry components, So/ for particle sources, Ph/ for physics,

Sc/ for scoring, Gr/ for graphics, Tf/ for time features (time

dependent behaviors), and Ts/ for TOPAS (overall control).

Example parameter settings given below are: a string to de-

fine a material, a boolean to initiate dose scoring, an integer

to specify a number of scoring bins, and a double to set the

size of a phantom:

� s:Ge/Phantom/Material = “Water” # filling phantom

with water
� b:Sc/DoseScorer/Active = “True”
� i: Sc/DoseScorer/NBinsZ = 100
� d:Ge/Phantom/HLX = 10. cm

Because there are many cases where definition of a single

shape or motion requires multiple numeric values, we provide

special parameter types called “vectors” (the standard term

for such structures in modern programming languages). The

following example shows how one would specify four angles

that define a single shape, where “dv:” indicates this will be a

vector of double values:

� dv:Ge/Some_Set_Of_Angles = 4 69.11 92.29 111.04

126.02 deg

Note that TOPAS requires the length of this vector (the first

number to the right of the equals sign above), another example

of strict type checking. TOPAS similarly supports vectors of

strings, booleans, and integers.

All parameter files are read into memory at the beginning

of the simulation. This is important to support maximum flex-

ibility on distributed processing systems where file access

may not remain constant throughout a simulation. This pro-

cedure also protects against changes to parameter files after

the simulation has begun.

II.B.1. Relative parameters

TOPAS supports “relative parameters,” wherein one pa-

rameter may be set relative to another. The many uses of this

syntax become more clear once one more fully understands
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the TOPAS design, including hierarchical control files and

time features (discussed below). The relative parameter

handling is again engineered for safety. For example, with

relative double parameters, we protect against the case of a

user setting a parameter relative to some other parameter that

does not have appropriate units. The solution is to insist that

a unit be included on the right side of the expression:

� d:Ge/Phantom/HLX = SomeOtherParameterName cm

In this example, the unit of “cm” indicates that SomeOther-

Parameter must itself have units of length. If that other

parameter’s unit is for a different physical quantity (mass,

angle, etc.), TOPAS will refuse to run. If the unit is for the

same physical quantity but the unit is different (m, mm, etc.),

TOPAS will perform unit conversion.

In simulation modeling, one often needs to set one param-

eter from a sum or product of some other parameters. TOPAS

has a grammar for operations such as adding or multiplying

parameters:

� Ge/Compensator/ZTrans = Ge/Aperture/DistalEdge

+ Ge/Compensator/HLZ mm

Certain other operations are explicitly forbidden to avoid

potentially ambiguous situations, for example:

1. TOPAS does not allow setting a double parameter

from an integer parameter, since integer parameters

have no units.

2. TOPAS omits situations where the user may need to

understand subtleties of order of precedence (hence,

for example, there are no parentheses in the opera-

tions).

3. TOPAS does not allow the multiplication of two dou-

bles since units then become difficult to check.

4. TOPAS does not allow the division of integers since

rounding rules become an issue.

II.B.2. Hierarchical control

A Monte Carlo simulation using TOPAS is controlled by a

hierarchy of parameter files for ease of use, reliability, and re-

peatability. The file adjusted on a daily basis will typically be

very short because one can inherit most of the simulation pa-

rameters from other parameter files. All the parameters from

the included files become part of the simulation, but one can

override any of those parameters from this top file (Fig. 2).

This hierarchical structure makes it easy for the user to

vary just a few parameters for a given simulation. With this

design it is trivial, for example, to change the thickness of a

foil by 20%. The top parameter file could simply contain a

single definition:

� Ge/IonChamber/Layer2/Foil/HLZ = inheritedValue

mm * 1.2

A complex apparatus may involve many separate parame-

ter files (for a typical proton therapy treatment head this may

add up to thousands of lines). But most end users will write

a very simple file, overriding just a few of these parameters

UserFile.txt

includeFile = OtherFile.txt

OtherFile.txt

includeFile = DefaultFile.txt

DefaultFile.txt

ned Here

Override parameters of

ned here

Override parameters of

ned here

FIG. 2. By the include mechanism, the UserFile pulls in additional parame-

ters defined in the OtherFile which in turn pulls in parameters defined in the

DefaultFile. If the same parameter is in more than one file, the value from

UserFile overrides the value from the OtherFile, the value from the OtherFile

overrides the DefaultFile.

and inheriting the rest from files provided by others. Tools are

provided to export the contents of the full set of parameter

files into a useful chart, showing all parameters in all files and

how settings from one file may override those from another.

II.B.3. Multiple independent workgroups

TOPAS is designed to facilitate independent workgroups

focused on separate aspects of proton therapy such as treat-

ment head design, patient handling, and imaging. To this end,

a parameter file may inherit settings from more than one other

parameter file. Let us consider a full clinical proton therapy

setup as an example. One parameter file describes the geome-

try of the treatment head. Any user file that inherits from this

treatment head definition file inherits all the standard (default)

treatment head parameters. To simulate a specific treatment

head setting, one has to override only a small set of these pa-

rameters (Fig. 3). Thus, the user input file would potentially

consist of only a few lines.

Settings that differ from one gantry to another (such as

which range modulator wheels have been installed) fit in a

gantry parameter file layer. The user just inherits from one

or the other gantry files to get generic gantry settings. To

User File

Overall control

Gantry 1

Treatment Head 

details

Treatment Head

nition

Default File

nitions

Patient or Phantom

CT le names, etc.

General Patient 

handling parameters, 

HU conv. tables, etc.

Flat Panel Imager 

nition

Flat Panel Imager

Customization

V dential 
information is nicely 
encapsulated into 

les

Gantry 2

Treatment Head 

details

FIG. 3. Multiple chains of parameter files. The UserFile pulls in parame-

ters from patient, gantry and imager files. Values from the UserFile override

values from the other files.
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simulate a patient being treated, the user file includes the

patient file. That file in turn inherits some standard patient

settings for the user’s institutions, such as Hounsfield unit

(HU) conversion tables for CT data. Using the same method-

ology one can also model, for example, an imaging system

installed in the treatment room defined in another set of

parameter files. Settings from independent workgroups are in

separate “parameter file chains.” TOPAS checks to make sure

that no two parameter file chains modify the same parameter

in a way that is ambiguous. If, for example, the material

MySpecialTungstenAlloy has been defined in the imaging

chain, it cannot also be defined differently in the treatment

head chain (unless the top level file, the user file, itself defines

this parameter).

The TOPAS parameters system provides an ideal solution

for another common issue facing medical physicists—that

highly accurate device details necessary for accurate simu-

lation often constitute vendor confidential information. The

TOPAS code itself can be freely shared as it contains none of

the device details. The confidential information can be neatly

encapsulated into just a few parameter files.

II.C. Geometry

TOPAS provides simple geometry components such as

boxes, cylinders, etc., which can be combined to make more

complicated structures. These simple components match the

standard library of constructive geometry solids provided by

Geant4. In addition, TOPAS provides components for com-

plex devices such as a compensator, aperture, range modulator

wheel (RMW), range modulator propeller, steering magnet,

voxelized structure to model a patient’s CT, etc. Parameters

are available to set the geometry, materials, and other charac-

teristics of the device. Time features, discussed later, make it

possible to set different parts of the geometry in motion.

II.C.1. The geometry components

While Geant4 already has a layered geometry structure,

in which “solids” define shapes, “logical volumes” add ma-

terial information to solids and “physical volumes” place a

given logical volume one or more times in space, the “Com-

ponent” exists in TOPAS as a fundamental fourth geometry

layer. The TOPAS geometry component provides functional-

ity not present in the other layers. Components are the basic

blocks with which the user builds a setup. A component may

be a simple, single volume structure such as a box or cylinder,

or it may be a complex structure created from many different

volumes, such as a RMW. Each component has a “parent”

component in which it is placed, with a translation and rota-

tion relative to the center of that parent. All functionality of

TOPAS interacts at the component level. Particle source po-

sitions are placed relative to components, scoring occurs in

the volumes or surfaces of components, graphical features are

controlled at the level of components, and so forth.

Unlike native Geant4 volumes, TOPAS components

“know” what division scheme is reasonable within them. So,

for example, the TsBox component “knows” it can be seg-

mented into x, y, and z slices. The TsCylinder “knows” it can

be segmented into rho, phi, and z. A segmented component

may have different materials assigned to each segment. The

TsCylinder and TsSphere can represent cut solids (such as a

specific phi segment of a cylinder). Additional simple compo-

nents cover the full set of Geant4 shapes, from simple shapes

like torus, polycone or tetrahedron, to elaborate shapes such

as a twisted box.

The segmented components make efficient use of memory

by means of Geant4’s “replica” and “parameterized volume”

capabilities.5, 6 This allows a large number of divided parts of

a geometry to be represented internally in computer memory

as a single geometrical solid whose position, size, and orienta-

tion vary from one division to the next (for example, allowing

a patient CT structure that would otherwise require 20 GB to

be stored in 50 MB). These powerful capabilities have proven

extremely difficult to utilize correctly in Geant4. The TOPAS

user gets these features simply by adding a few parameters in

the parameter file defining the geometry.

II.C.2. The group component

The component layer allows another valuable function un-

available in native Geant4, the “Group Component.” If one

wants to have several volumes all move together as a larger

unit, such as when one rotates the entire treatment head on a

gantry, native Geant4 requires that these all be placed into an

overall mother volume. This mother volume does not repre-

sent any actual physical reality, yet its boundaries will cause

the Monte Carlo stepping action to have to take extra naviga-

tion steps, and a collision between this overall envelope and

any other volume could potentially cause a boundary over-

lap error. In TOPAS, one can instead place the many daughter

components into a group component. One can then rotate this

group just as one would have rotated a mother volume. The

group rotation influences the placement of the group’s child

components, but no mother volume is ever created, thus we

eliminate unnecessary navigation steps and potential bound-

ary collisions.

Group components also provide a solution when one

wishes to rotate some other component around a point other

than its center. Create a group centered on the desired rotation

point, place the component into that group, and apply rotation

to the group rather than the component. An example of this

is the motion that brings retractable scatterer components into

and out of the beam path. These scatterers might be on arms

that rotate around a point other than the center.

II.C.3. Specialized components

There are various predefined specialized components. The

TsRangeModulator specifies a RMW. To accommodate com-

mercially available wheel designs, parameters allow one to

specify the number of tracks (including double sided wheels),

angular divisions within a track, material compositions, etc.

Time features make it possible to rotate the wheel over time.

The following parameter file fragment using arbitrary num-

bers shows some of the settings for a RMW:
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The TsAperture specifies an aperture. Parameters allow to

specify a simple cylindrical cutout or complex cutout that

takes information from a specified aperture file that might

be defined by a treatment planning program. The TsCom-

pensator specifies a compensator. Parameters allow one to

specify a simple shape, or a complex cutout that takes in-

formation from a specified compensator file. The TsDipole-

Magnet specifies a perfect dipole magnet using the material

properties of the magnet (useful to accurately account for the

shielding effects of the magnet mass) and the field proper-

ties of the magnet, including time varying magnetic fields

for beam scanning, wobbling, etc. (discussed later). Simi-

larly, the TsQuadrupoleMagnet specifies a quadrupole mag-

net. The Tabulated3DField specifies a complex field map.

Parameters allow one to specify the field in the OPERA-

3d format,11 commonly used to describe complex magnetic

fields. The TsMultiWireChamber specifies a multiwire cham-

ber using the number of wires, their positions, compositions,

etc. The TsPropeller specifies a range modulation propeller

using the number of blades, angular positions, compositions,

etc. The propellor may be rotated over time.

The TsXIOPatient and TsDICOMPatient components

specify patients. The former imports patient CT data from the

XIO planning system (Computerized Medical System Inc.),

while the latter imports DICOM. Conversion from HU is per-

formed using a standard or user defined method, from a HU

conversion table read from a TOPAS parameter file. Meth-

ods of modeling a voxelized geometry include modeling a

separate box for each individual voxel, and the parameter-

ized approach, where the entire voxel structure is represented

as a single voxel in computer memory, whose position and

material can vary during program execution. The choice of

model has implications both for memory use and for simula-

tion efficiency. We performed a comprehensive study of dif-

ferent Geant4 voxel models.12 Based on the conclusions of

that study, our TsXIOPatient and TsDICOMPatient compo-

nents model CT data internally by the Geant4 voxelization

method known as “nested parameterization.” Variable slice

thicknesses are supported. The import file may be changed

over time to handle 4D patient simulations.

II.C.4. Geometries not requiring specialized
components

Because simple components can be combined one within

another with great flexibility, many complex structures do not

require specialized TOPAS components. Examples are ridge

filter, scatterer, collimator, mirror, water tank, pin diode cham-

ber, flat panel imaging device, cylindrical ion chamber, seg-

mented ion chamber, and Faraday cup. That such devices are

modeled as a combination of simple components does not

mean that users who need these devices are “on their own.”

Such a device can be provided to the user as a single, ready-

made parameter file containing the entire description of that

device. The user simply includes this parameter file into their

simulation to include the device. The hierarchical parameter

control system then allows the user to customize this device

by overriding some parameters in their file just as they would

customize a specialized component.

II.C.5. User-supplied components

If the user wants an unforeseen complex component that

cannot be built from what is provided, they still have recourse

to the full Geant4 C++ geometry library. The user can model

any special component by creating a single C++ class and

can then combine this with the TOPAS prebuilt components.

User-contributed components are automatically able to take

advantage of other TOPAS features, such as scoring, visual-

ization, time features, etc. The user’s coding work is only to

specify the basic geometry of the component, and they can

read customization information into their component through

parameters. Users can share components with other TOPAS

users by just sharing this one extra class. We envision an open

marketplace of components, with diverse users building on

one-another’s accomplishments.

II.D. Particle sources

TOPAS supports parameterized sources and phase space

input. The source location can be anywhere in the overall ge-

ometry by tying it to any TOPAS geometry component, and

the location will move along with any motion of that geom-

etry component. Time features make it possible to vary the

source parameters during the simulation.

Source particles can be of any particle type, energy, direc-

tion, etc. One can specify arbitrary angular distribution, en-

ergy, and spatial distribution. The parameterized source de-

faults to a simple Gaussian energy distribution. Additional

correlation factors, such as the Twiss parameterization,13 may

be included to account for scanned beams where spatial, an-

gular, and energy distributions can no longer be treated inde-

pendently. The following parameter file fragment shows some

of the settings for a parameterized source that has been placed

relative to a component named ExitWindow:

� s:So/Default/Type = “Beam”
� s:So/Default/Component = “ExitWindow”
� s:So/Default/BeamParticle = “proton”
� d:So/Default/BeamEnergy = 169.23 MeV
� d:So/Default/BeamEnergySpread = 0.757504 unitless #

FWHM, a percentage, thus unitless
� s:So/Default/BeamShape = “Ellipse”
� d:So/Default/BeamAngularSpreadX = 0.0032 rad
� d:So/Default/BeamAngularSpreadY

= So/Default/BeamAngularSpreadX rad

A phase space file contains the particle information for

a set of particles. TOPAS recognizes the IAEA phase space

format.14 This file may be from some other simulation pro-

gram or may have been saved from a previous TOPAS simu-

lation (as described under scoring below). Optional extra in-

formation for timing or history information may be included.

Phase space data may be recycled multiple times. The source

may be rotated, allowing it to be recycled without using ex-

actly the same particle positions.
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TOPAS allows use of more than one particle source at a

time. For example, one may mix effects from the proton beam

with effects from residual material activation. Another exam-

ple is the simultaneous simulation of a therapeutic beam and

an imaging beam. With the source particle type set to an op-

tical photon, one can simulate the mirror and light source

included in many treatment heads for patient setup (Geant4

and thus TOPAS includes optical physics). The resulting light

field can be visualized to confirm the setup.

Source filtering is available. This feature is useful for per-

forming simulations with subsets of particles from a saved

phase space. TOPAS uses a consistent set of filtering options

to filter sources, scoring, and graphics. Filtering is discussed

more fully in Sec. II.F on scoring.

II.E. Physics settings

In native Geant4, the user specifies their choice of physics

models and settings in a piece of C++ code called a “physics

list.” This could be one of several “reference” physics lists,

already provided by Geant4, or may be the user’s own cus-

tomized physics list. There is no single default physics. The

variety of physics models and many adjustable settings within

each model leads to the current dilemma that various groups

in the field are using homemade physics lists which may or

may not be properly validated. TOPAS provides a default

physics list that has been carefully validated for clinical pro-

ton beam simulations at Massachusetts General Hospital.15

The included models handle protons and all secondary parti-

cles (neutrons, helium ions, deuterons, tritons, photons, elec-

trons, etc.). Only minor changes were made to migrate this

physics list from the referenced paper’s Geant4 version 8.1

to the current TOPAS Geant4 version 9.4. Users can further

adjust settings from their parameter file, turning off various

processes, adjusting the step size or the range cut, etc. Adjust-

ments may be set independently in different geometry compo-

nents, allowing, for example, more detailed simulation in an

ionization chamber. Parameters also allow the user to replace

the TOPAS physics list with any of the reference physics lists

included in Geant4.

Scattering is considered by a condensed history

algorithm16 with functions to calculate angular and spa-

tial distributions that match the Lewis theory,17 validated

with an electron scatter benchmark.18 While remaining dis-

crepancies in multiple Coulomb scattering implementations

might be negligible, the uncertainties in the mean excitation

energy are not. The two main parameters in the Bethe-Bloch

equation that determine the range are the density and the

mean excitation energy. Recommended values for the mean

excitation energy of water range from 75 to 82 eV.19–22

Similarly, for tissues, the uncertainty in I-value is potentially

10%–15%, resulting in a range uncertainty of ∼1.5%.23

The TOPAS proton default values, which can be changed

by the user, are taken from the ICRU 49 report (ICRU

1994). Many settings have been tailored for proton therapy

simulations.15, 24, 25 Uncertainties in nuclear interaction

probabilities can be substantial, because the experimental

data on which many models rely are for thin targets analyzed

for a limited set of energies. Total inelastic cross sections

have been validated using a multilayer Faraday cup.8

II.F. Scoring

TOPAS offers options to score dose to medium or other

specified material (through stopping power conversion), flu-

ence, energy, surface current, charge, linear energy transfer

(LET), etc., all with calculation of statistical uncertainties.

Some of these scoring capabilities would require extensive

C++ programming if a user wanted to use them in the native

Geant4 environment. LET can be track or dose-averaged, and

might be used for calculations of biological effectiveness.26, 27

Scoring output comes as columns of data in comma separated

values (CSV) format, in binary format, or alternatively in the

AIDA (Ref. 28) or Root (Ref. 29) data analysis formats. To

score dose to medium in a component named Phantom, one

only needs:

� s:Sc/DoseAtPhantom/Quantity = “DoseToMedium”
� s:Sc/DoseAtPhantom/Component = “Phantom”

The TOPAS scoring system also handles phase space out-

put. Output may be written to ASCII or binary files in the

standard IAEA format. One may optionally add information

not included in the IAEA standard, such as timing informa-

tion (e.g., when studying the gamma emission for in vivo dose

verification30–32), or history and track ID information useful to

correlate phase space information from multiple planes (e.g.,

when studying proton computed tomography33). These rich

phase space output options exploit Geant4’s ability to control

how much track history is carried throughout a simulation.

It is nontrivial to learn how to control this in native Geant4,

while it is easily controlled in TOPAS.

The scoring location (volume or surface) is defined by as-

sociating the scorer to a geometry component. This may be

a real world component (part of the treatment head, patient,

imager, etc.) or may be a component that has no material, a

“parallel world component,” that merely exists as a scoring

region. Multiple geometries may be overlaid, with one be-

ing the mass world, in which the basic physics occurs, and

others overlaying this mass world for scoring purposes. Par-

allel world geometry is one of the powerful Geant4 features

that can be difficult to correctly exploit. Such parallel world

components may lie anywhere, even overlapping real world

components. More than one scorer may be associated with

the same component, and each may have its own binning and

filtering options.

Scorers are of two general types, “volume scorers” and

“surface scorers.” Volume scorers accumulate information

within the associated component’s volume (dose, fluence,

etc.). Surface scorers accumulate information at one of the as-

sociated component’s surfaces (surface current, phase space,

etc.). Surface scorers can be attached to any surface of a com-

ponent (face of a box, end face of a cylinder, curved section

of a cylinder, etc.) and can be set sensitive to particles go-

ing into the component, out of the component or both. Scor-

ers may be activated/deactivated in a time-dependent manner

over the course of the simulation run, providing the ability for
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gated scoring. Such gating could be useful, for example, to

accumulate only dose deposited during a particular breathing

phase.

Some components, such as the box, cylinder, and sphere,

allow one to slice the scoring (in x,y,z coordinates, rho, phi,

z coordinates, or rho, phi, theta coordinates, respectively).

Scoring for divided components may be binned the same

or differently from the geometry (material) segmentation of

the component. This is an important feature for patient dose

calculation. One may import a patient in a specific fine CT

grid, but score in a more coarse grid. Another example would

be scoring on an artificial CT grid after image registration.

The design is such that any specialized component could

have its own scheme to break into scoring divisions.

The TOPAS user can filter what is scored based on par-

ticle type, energy, particle emission physics process, origin

volume, etc. Different scorers may use different filters. The

following parameters would change the above scorer to only

count dose from particles that originated in a component

named collimator and having an energy above 1. MeV:

� s:Sc/DoseInTank/OnlyIncludeParticlesFromComponent

= “Collimator”
� d:Sc/DoseInTank/OnlyIncludeParticlesAbove = 1. MeV

The above filter syntax is an example of how TOPAS is

designed to help users avoid mistakes. The filter is named

“OnlyIncludeParticlesFromComponent” rather something

brief like “ComponentFilter,” so that the user does not need

to consult a manual to know that the filter is inclusive rather

than exclusive.

It can be useful to filter scoring on some aspect of the

particle’s ancestors. For example, when assessing scattered

dose from neutrons produced in a specific component, one

may want to include not just dose from those neutrons but

dose from other particles subsequently produced by those

neutrons, i.e., a “neutron chain.”34 While this is cumbersome

to set up in native Geant4, TOPAS users have such filters

readily available.

TOPAS does not make use of the native Geant4 scoring

system due to limitations in that system. Native Geant4 scor-

ers do not have sufficient detailed knowledge of the geometry

in which they are scoring to account for the sorts of complex

scoring divisions that TOPAS accommodates. TOPAS scorers

cooperate closely with geometry components to delegate all

geometry issues to the relevant component. This close rela-

tionship allows, for example, that dose scored in a segmented

sphere (segmented in rho, phi, and theta) correctly accounts

for the volume of the sphere segment rather than the volume

of the entire sphere. Native Geant4 provides only a few fil-

tering options and allows a scorer to filter only on a single

quantity. TOPAS provides a greater range of options and al-

lows any number of filters to be applied to a single scorer (a

daisy-chain design).

TOPAS scoring includes additional capabilities beyond na-

tive Geant4 such as statistical handling (options to report

mean, min/max, variance, etc.). TOPAS includes logic to au-

tomatically determine whether the user’s scoring division re-

quirements can be accomplished by scoring directly in the

component or whether it will be necessary to instead score in a

parallel world copy of that component. Such a copy is needed,

for example, to score patient dose in a different grid than the

CT grid. When a parallel world copy is needed, TOPAS cre-

ates it automatically. Notwithstanding these many advances

over native Geant4, the individual TOPAS scoring and filter-

ing C++ classes are simpler than Geant4 scoring and filtering

classes since the TOPAS classes delegate most of the work to

base classes the user need never study. The user who wishes

to extend TOPAS by writing their own scorer or filter need

only write a few lines of code.

The TOPAS phase-space output system is integrated into

the scoring architecture. This allows the phase-space output

system to share as much code as possible with the scorers.

For example, the same filters that control what particles are

accumulated in a dose plot can control what particles are in-

cluded in phase space. Such code sharing simplifies the user

experience and tends towards more robust code.

II.G. Graphics

TOPAS provides the full range of graphics already avail-

able from Geant4.35 This includes many different visualiza-

tion tools from OpenGL to VRML to HepRApp.36 Some of

these tools provide highly interactive visualizations for geom-

etry checking, others provide high resolution graphics suit-

able for publication. All graphics options (visibility, trans-

parency, color, etc.) are controllable at the component level.

The same filtering options available to TOPAS scoring can

also apply to TOPAS graphics, so that one can choose to vi-

sualize just a certain kind of trajectory (e.g., protons), or tra-

jectories that originated at a given component, etc. For vol-

ume rendering TOPAS supports the gMocren visualization

system37 developed by the PTSim collaboration.38, 39 This al-

lows one to overlay CT data, dose distributions, treatment

head geometry, and particle trajectories.

II.H. Time features

Most modern treatment technologies involve time-

dependent beam delivery and delivery geometries. On the pro-

ton therapy side, this involves, for example, a rotating modu-

lator wheel (see above) or changing magnetic fields in beam

scanning. TOPAS provides consistent, comprehensive han-

dling of all time-dependent quantities. These include compo-

nent motion, beam current modulation, electric and magnetic

fields, gated scoring, and even patient or organ motion. This

“time feature” handling is important to provide accurate sim-

ulation in the presence of possible interplay effects of pro-

ton therapy’s many different time-dependent behaviors, espe-

cially in the area of pencil beam scanning (Fig. 4).

The TOPAS time feature environment supports various pa-

rameter types:

1. A time-dependent double may be used for rotational

and translational movement, particle energy, magnetic

fields, etc.
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FIG. 4. The treatment head for scanning beam delivery at MGH shown at four different times during a scan. The proton trajectories through the treatment head

are shown along with the much shorter delta ray tracks.

2. A time-dependent string may be used for changing the

name of the patient CT file to use over time, thus sup-

porting patient studies based on time-resolved 4D CT.

3. A time-dependent boolean may be used for gated

scoring.

A user may set any parameter relative to some other pa-

rameter, such as:

� d:Ge/ModulatorWheel/RotZ = Tf/WheelRotation/

Value deg

To make a parameter time-dependent, the user need only

have the parameter on the right be of a special kind called a

time feature value (“Tf”). Then, elsewhere in a parameter file,

a “time feature” is defined that sets the initial value of this

“time feature value” and the value’s behavior over time.

The TOPAS system is designed to handle time-dependent

simulations anticipating a variety of user requirements. To our

knowledge this is the most versatile Monte Carlo system for

time-dependent structures currently available. Because the ca-

pabilities and subtleties of the system are too extensive to

treat completely in the present paper, we will highlight just

a few details. The internal design of the time feature system

has been described elsewhere including several application

examples.40

A time feature may be set from a single function, such as

a linear function:

� s:Tf/WheelRotation/Function = “TsLinear deg”
� d:Tf/WheelRotation/Rate = 1. deg/sec
� d:Tf/WheelRotation/StartValue = 0. deg
� d:Tf/WheelRotation/StartTime = 0. ms
� d:Tf/WheelRotation/EndTime = 50. ms

The above parameters will cause creation of a parameter

called “Tf/WheelRotation/Value” that will start at 0◦, then

increase linearly by 1◦ per second for 50 ms, then repeat

again from 0. It might be used when simulating a modula-

tor wheel. Other kinds of functions are sine, cosine, discrete

(which changes from one discrete value to another at specified

times). A time feature may be set from just one such “time

function” or from a combination of time functions. For exam-

ple, beam current modulation41 is typically generated as the

multiplication of several other modulating functions, a beam

pulse on/off signal, a varying intensity, and a normalization

factor. A time feature may also result from a set of “consecu-

tive” time functions. In such a case, the value is first generated

by one function (e.g., sweeping a scanning beam to the right),

and then, when the end time of that first function is reached,

the time value is generated by a second function (e.g., sweep-

ing the beam back to the left). Any number of time functions

can be arranged consecutively.

The user does not need to take any specific action to tell

TOPAS when to update the affected geometry component,

particle source, etc. They only need to place a time feature

value on the right side of the relevant parameter equation.

TOPAS handles the rest of the work automatically by watch-

ing which components, particle sources, etc., make use of a

time feature value. Whenever that time feature value changes,

TOPAS signals the relevant object to update. By minimizing

the work the user must do to set up a time-dependent simula-

tion, TOPAS minimizes opportunities for user error.

Internally, time feature values are handled by an additional

layer of parameters in memory, the “transient parameter” Val-

ues found in this top level file supersede those found any-

where else in the parameter system. The software design in-

sures that to the rest of TOPAS, a transient parameter value

behaves exactly the same as any other parameter value—they

just happen to have the highest precedence. These transient

parameter values are updated as needed by the time feature

system without ever overwriting the user’s original default

starting values, stored elsewhere in the system.

TOPAS provides two different modes for time-dependent

simulation, “sequential” and “random.” In sequential mode,

TOPAS starts simulation with one specified time value and

then advances this time value in a linear fashion, simulating

one or more histories at each time interval. Sequential is the
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FIG. 5. UCSF proton beam line used for eye treatment as built in TOPAS. Shown are the exit window (X), wire chamber (WC), ion chambers (IC), rotating

propeller (Prop), collimators (Coll), the position of the water column (H2O). The proton trajectories through the treatment head are shown along with the much

shorter delta ray tracks.

default mode as its behavior matches the normal time behav-

ior of a therapy system. However, an accurate final dose repre-

sentation can be obtained only after the entire time sequence

is complete. Terminating the simulation earlier will not give

an accurate dose if there is any time-dependent behavior. The

result may, for example, contain only part of the modulator

wheel rotation sequence, or only part of the beam scanning

sequence. In random mode, TOPAS randomizes its internal

time value at every new history. A modulator wheel seen in

this mode would be seen to randomly jump from one rotation

to another to another. The advantage of random mode is that a

reduced simulation time will still sample over the full range of

time phases of the setup. This can be useful in doing a quick

preview of an overall dose distribution. But if the full simu-

lation is to be run, sequential mode is likely a better choice

as the frequent geometry changes of random mode can hinder

performance.

III. RESULTS

As a general purpose tool, TOPAS must be validated in

a wide variety of configurations. We have applied “unit test-

ing” to validate individual parts of TOPAS ensuring, for ex-

ample, that beam models are correctly controlled, that dose

and fluence are correctly recorded in various scoring config-

urations, etc. We have applied “end-to-end” testing to model

complex treatment heads and to calculate dose in patient ge-

ometries. Treatment heads studied with TOPAS so far in-

clude the MGH gantry treatment delivery system installed by

IBA (Ion Beam Applications) in both double-scattering and

beam scanning mode, the MGH STereotactic Alignment in

Radiosurgery (STAR) delivery system and the UC Davis eye

treatment delivery system. Geant4 has been extensively tested

for various applications in proton beam therapy.8, 15, 42–47 The

available data serve as additional validation of TOPAS, being

layered on top of Geant4.

Each of the following TOPAS examples was built from the

exact same version of the TOPAS software application. They

demonstrate how the TOPAS user can accomplish complex

Geant4 simulations without needing to write custom Geant4

code. No C++ programming was involved. All four exam-

ples demonstrate end-to-end validation, showing that a user

can correctly set up and control a TOPAS simulation by writ-

ing only parameter files. This is a substantial improvement

compared to native Geant4.

III.A. The UCSF eye treatment beamline

The University of California at San Francisco (UCSF)

maintains an eye treatment facility at the Crocker Nuclear

Lab at UC Davis.48 The facility provides therapeutic pro-

ton beams for the treatment of ocular melanoma. Protons of

67.5 MeV from the cyclotron pass through the exit window, a

wire chamber, a collimator, an ion chamber, a rotating range

modulation propeller, a second collimator, a water column of

variable thickness, a third collimator, a second ion chamber,

and a patient shield (Fig. 5). To model the system in TOPAS,

the geometry of the UC Davis system (dimensions and ma-

terial compositions) was obtained from measurements. The

residual range of proton beams can be set by changing the

thickness of the water column. The water column is con-

structed from two TsCylinder components (one for water and

one for PMMA). Four propellers are available for treatment,

depending on the prescribed width of the spread out Bragg

peak (SOBP). The rotating propellers were built from the

TsPropeller component (see Sec. II.C.3).

Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of TOPAS parameter chains

used for the UCSF eye treatment simulation (the dosimetry

parameter chains are not shown). Two parameter chains, for

Bragg peak and SOBP simulation, are available depending on

whether a propeller is used. In user parameter files (top of

each chain), the thickness of the water column is given to set

the distal falloff position of a depth dose curve, and scoring

parameters may be specified such as phase-spaces, a water

phantom setup, etc.

Protons of 67.5 MeV with a Gaussian energy distribution

of FWHM 0.7% were simulated normally incident on the exit

window with a spot size of 10 mm. The different thicknesses

of material traversed by the proton beam as the propeller

rotated converted the monoenergetic protons into an energy

spectrum, producing a SOBP. An angular velocity time

feature was assigned to the propeller rotation angle. Since the

beam current is constant, the propeller geometry determines

the flatness of the SOBP. Thus, a deconvolution of depth dose

curves in time may be useful to design propellers for better

flatness. For simulating time-varying energy modulation

correlated with depth dose distributions, phase-space data
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FIG. 6. The TOPAS parameter chain for UCSF eye treatment simulation. Default_BeamLine parameter file includes initial beam characteristics and all compo-

nent description except rotating propellers, which are implemented in separate parameter files, i.e., Propeller_10, Propeller_15, Propeller_20, and Propeller_24.

A user parameter file for SOBP simulation needs to include Default_BeamLine and one of those propeller implementations while a user parameter file Bragg

peak simulation needs only Default_BeamLine.

including time information can be accumulated at different

positions in the beam path.

TOPAS has been applied to simulate the device used as a

routine check of beam energy at the UC Davis facility, a wa-

ter tank that one fills over time to measure the Bragg Peak.49

TOPAS can fill this tank, “live,” during the simulation run, to

get the entire result from one simulation pass (Fig. 7).

As shown in Fig. 8, time features allow us to visualize how

the average kinetic energy of primary protons decreases with

distance from the exit window. The average energy down-

stream of the propeller fluctuates with time, the four separate

peaks reflecting the change in propeller thickness with time

for the four propeller blades. Figure 9 shows the energy spec-

tra of primary protons at the isocenter and depth dose curves

separated in four groups as follows. The 150 ms rotation pe-

riod was divided into 32 equal time intervals then averaged

over the 8 time intervals having the same mean energy: group

A, at 0–4.7 ms, 32.8–42.1 ms, etc., group B at 4.7–9.4 ms,

28.1–32.8 ms, etc., group C at 9.4–14.1, 23.4–28.1 ms, etc.,

group D at 14.1–23.4 ms, etc. The mean energy is the lowest

and the width of the energy spectrum is the greatest for group

A, showing the beam traverses the thickest layer in this case

and is spread out over more propeller layers than for the other

groups. This results in the shallowest depth penetration of the

partial SOBP. The summed result gives the full SOBP. Such

studies are of immense value for treatment head optimization

for passive scattering and beam scanning.

III.B. The MGH STAR radiosurgery beamline

The Francis H. Burr Proton Therapy Center (FHBPTC)

at MGH maintains a treatment delivery system based on

FIG. 7. Water tank expanding over time to facilitate measurement of Bragg peak. The thicknesses are 0.01, 1.0, 1.7, and 5.0 cm, respectively, and the water

phantom expands at 5 mm/s in one direction.
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FIG. 8. Time versus average kinetic energy of primary protons at four posi-

tions along the beam path; PS1 at downstream exit window, PS2 in between

the wire chamber and the first collimator, PS3 downstream of the propeller,

PS4 at the isocenter. The propeller rotates once every 150 ms.

single-scattering for small-field intracranial radiosurgery

treatments called STAR.50 The treatment head was designed

and built inhouse. The system is not based on a gantry sys-

tem. Instead, the patient can be rotated relative to the beam

isocenter. The treatment head involves a binary absorber

system consisting of five lead and ten lexan blocks to mod-

ulate the energy. Brass apertures upstream and downstream

of the absorber confine the beam laterally. STAR produces

SOBP’s by consecutive delivery of pristine Bragg peaks.

A TOPAS model of the STAR treatment head has been

developed (Fig. 10). The model provides a good example of

how a complex system can be implemented using only basic

TOPAS geometry components because the entire system is

composed of the basic components TsBox and TsCylinder.

The depth dose curve for a SOBP in water is shown in

Fig. 10. TOPAS simulations are compared with data mea-

sured in a water tank with an ion chamber. The distal and

proximal ranges agree within the measurement uncertainly

(within 1 mm) and the shape of the simulated SOBP follows

the measured data. Measurements started at 7.8 mm depth due

to physical limitations of the experimental setup.

III.C. The MGH gantry treatment head in passive
scattering mode

The FHBPTC at MGH houses two full 360◦ rotational

gantries with IBA universal (i.e., allowing passive scattered

and scanned beam delivery) treatment heads for treatment

of a wide variety of tumors. Protons with an energy of up to

230 MeV pass through a treatment head consisting of an exit

window and ion chamber, a first scatterer, gantry-specific

RMWs and second scatterers, scanning magnets, x and y

movable collimators, a second ion chamber and a snout

including patient-specific aperture and compensator.42 All

features from both gantries have been modeled using TOPAS

parameter files. The geometry information and material com-

positions were obtained by original documents from IBA.

Figure 11 shows the FHBPTC gantry 1 treatment head as

modeled in TOPAS in double scattering mode. All treatment

head devices listed above are included in the model. For com-

pleteness, the model also includes a simple implementation of

an x-ray tube and field mirror. TOPAS time features allow the

RMW to rotate during the simulation and allow the beam cur-

rent to vary. The synchronization of the RMW with beam cur-

rent modulation achieves the desired spread out Bragg peak

distribution. The model includes all three of the RMWs, with

the user being able to control the rotation of the RMW through

the parameter file. The model includes all the second scat-

terer options that are present in the clinical system. The user

can select the snout used for the treatment, which depends on

the field size. The snout is retractable to ensure that the air

gap between the beam shaping devices and the patient can be

minimized to reduce effects of scattering in air.

To use just one example of the geometry implementation,

the TOPAS relative parameter assignment feature makes it

easy for the user to get the right second scatterer settings.

FIG. 9. Energy spectra of primary protons at isocenter grouped according to time as described in the text, averaged over a 1 × 1 cm2 area (left). The partial

SOBP for the full phase space from each time group is shown along with the summed SOBP for the 24 mm propeller (right). The dose was averaged over a

1 cm × 1 cm × 0.05 cm volume. The published measurement for this propeller is also shown (Ref. 48).
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FIG. 10. (Left) STAR Radiosurgery Beamline at MGH (proton beam enters from the left). (Right) SOBP as measured (circles) and simulated (histogram) for

the STAR beamline in a water tank.

Each of the gantries at MGH has three second scatterers

mounted in a scatterer holder (which also has one open slot

for scanned delivery without a scatterer). The holder is rotated

to bring one or another scatterer into the beam. We predefined

parameters to encapsulate knowledge of which scatterer is in-

stalled at which angle, such as:

� d:Ge/ScattererHolder/RotationForSS3inGantry1 = 270.

deg # angle of SS3

The user then sets the holder rotation not by remembering

which scatterer is where but by setting the angle to the appro-

priate predefined parameter:

� d:Ge/ScattererHolder/RotationZ = Ge/ScattererHolder/

RotationForSS3InGantry1 deg

Note that at MGH the TOPAS aperture and compensator

components import their patient-specific description from the

XiO planning system as described previously.42

TOPAS simulations of SOBP from the MGH gantry treat-

ment heads in double-scattering mode were compared to wa-

ter tank measurements for depth dose curves and lateral beam

profiles. Note that the simulations used the TOPAS time fea-

tures, as the modulator wheel is rotating with the beam current

modulation being changed at the same time. The beam cur-

rent modulation data were those used by the treatment control

system. Figure 12 shows three depth dose curves represent-

ing the range of agreement observed between simulation and

measurement using an ionization chamber. The experimental

data are in cGy/MU (where MU refers to counts in a treatment

head transmission ionization chamber) while our Monte Carlo

FIG. 11. One of the IBA gantry treatment heads at MGH in double-scattering mode.
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FIG. 12. Spread out Bragg peak in water for three different range and modulation width options. The TOPAS simulation (squares) is compared with ion

chamber measurement (triangles) from the MGH gantry treatment delivery systems in double-scattering mode. A total of 5 × 106 histories were simulated and

the energy deposited in a 3 cm radius around the center of the beam was scored. The mean of the SOBP dose was normalized to unity. The SOBP region is

shown in a zoomed view in the lower plots. From left to right, one of the best matches (a) and (b), an average match (c) and (d), and the worst case (e) and (f).

calculation is in cGy/particle-at-treatment-head-entrance (to

avoid bringing in simulation uncertainties from the ionization

chamber’s small scoring volume and complex geometry). As

the MU is facility-dependent and varies with range and mod-

ulation width, we specify the dose here in relative units. In

Fig. 12(a), the distribution shows excellent agreement, as can

also be seen in a Fig. 12(b), which shows an enhanced view

of the SOBP region. In Figs. 12(c) and 12(d), the TOPAS

dose distribution has a slightly larger modulation width than

the measurement but the result is well within clinical re-

quired accuracy, range being within +1/−1.5 mm and modu-

lation being within ±3 mm of requested specifications. There

are very few settings where the agreement is not as good.

Figures 12(e) and 12(f) show the combination of scattering

system and modulator wheel where we obtained the worst

agreement. For this combination, TOPAS correctly repro-

duces the wiggles in the central SOBP region, but the range

is shifted by ∼1 mm and the width of the SOBP (modula-

tion) is ∼2.5 mm larger than measured. This suggests that

either the water equivalent thickness of a treatment head com-

ponent or the time-dependent angular step position of the

RMW deviates slightly from design parameters. For all set-

tings of the treatment head simulated with TOPAS (more than

40 have been tested), the TOPAS simulation is within clinical

requirements.

Discrepancies between range, modulation width or SOBP

flatness between measured data and Monte Carlo simulations

can be caused by inaccurate knowledge of the actual materi-

als used in the delivery system, which sometimes vary from

the blueprints. In this case, adjustments in the beam current

modulation system can be used for fine tuning.51 Note that

we have not done this “optimization” in the results shown in

Fig. 12, i.e., they are based entirely on first principles.

Comparison was performed between measured and

simulated dose profiles. A compensator consisting of just a

uniform half block of Lexan was placed in the beam path

upstream of a water phantom leaving an air gap of 8 cm

(Fig. 13). Data were accumulated with an ion chamber.

TOPAS correctly predicts the lateral width of the beam

(Fig. 14). The oscillation of dose around X = 0 cm is caused

by multiple Coulomb scattering at the compensator interface.

TOPAS shows very good agreement with the ion chamber
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FIG. 13. A compensator consisting of just a uniform half block of Lexan was placed in the beam path upstream of a water phantom.
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FIG. 14. Profile simulated with TOPAS and measured with an ion chamber. (Left) The simulated dose distribution in the water tank, the white arrow indicates

the path of the measurements. (Right) Normalized profiles at Z = 9 cm.

measurements, including in the central region where this

oscillation occurs.

III.D. The MGH treatment head in scanning mode

TOPAS was used to model and simulate the MGH

treatment head in beam scanning mode (Fig. 4). In this

mode, the RMWs are replaced with two quadrupole magnets

mounted on a slider. The parameter chain for the scanning

mode includes time features for handling magnetic fields.

Synchronization of beam current and energy modulation

with magnetic field strength is crucial to simulate scanned

beam delivery. Time features were assigned to the x and

y magnet fields, beam energy and current, and the other

quantities that vary with time.40 The fluence map from the

treatment planning system (TPS), consisting of the position

and intensity of the proton beam with respect to the isocenter,

was converted to a TOPAS parameter file. The real time flow

of the treatment was included in the simulation, e.g., beam

pause times for setting the magnetic field to move a spot to

the next position and next layer.

One advantage of the time features embedded in TOPAS

is the ability to easily track a moving target. As an example,

the treatment of a square field is modulated to include a

linear oscillation of the target, as seen in Fig. 15. To deliver

the same fluence distribution to the moving target as the

stationary target, the time feature for the motion compensated

field is simply added to the time feature of the X field. The

particle number and Y field are not changed. The resulting

fluence maps (2 × 2 × 5 mm3 voxels) are shown in Fig. 16.

The 20 × 106 histories were simulated giving 2% statistical

uncertainty. In this case, the protons were scanned in a raster

pattern. Examples of additional scanning patterns available

with TOPAS are presented in Ref. 40.

Nonrigid registration and dose summation have not yet

been implemented in TOPAS, but the time feature system

was designed with such techniques in mind. Time-varying

deformation maps can be handled by reading in a series of

FIG. 15. Time dependence of X and Y dipole magnet fields, and triangular modulation of X field to compensate for patient motion (left). Number of particles

simulated each time interval (right).
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FIG. 16. The fluence distribution at treatment system isocenter. (Left) Applying only the Field X and Field Y time features from Fig. 15. (Right) Applying also

the Motion Field X time feature.

deformation maps over time (just as one can currently read in

a series of breathing phase patient CT images). Alternatively,

deformation can be represented by mathematical models

whose parameters are set from TOPAS time features. A com-

plete solution will include both prebuilt deformation functions

plus a way for users to link their own C++ deformation code.

In either case, TOPAS parameters will drive the deformations,

backed by the full flexibility of the time feature system.

III.E. Dose calculation based on patient-specific
CT data

Example CTs from patients treated at the MGH facilities

were imported into TOPAS using the specialized patient com-

ponent TsXIOPatient discussed above.

Because TOPAS is controlled from a clear set of files, it

becomes a good candidate to incorporate as the dose calcu-

lation engine within a TPS. One can write a script to convert

TPS settings to TOPAS parameter files. TOPAS, run on these

files, produces a dose map which can then be returned to the

TPS. Because TPS are highly customized to individual pro-

ton centers, the job of developing such scripts is left to ex-

perts at the relevant center. This has already happened at the

MGH where a user simply runs a script to drive TOPAS from

the planning systems—XiO used for passive scattering and

ASTROID,52 an inhouse development, used for beam scan-

ning. Both systems use an inhouse developed pencil-beam

algorithm for dose calculation based on Hong.53 Patient CT

data, patient setup parameters, couch position, aperture and

compensator definitions, beam settings, etc., are read from the

planning systems and translated into a TOPAS parameter file.

A patient is selected and the TOPAS jobs are then submit-

ted to a computer cluster. The passive scattering simulations

include the entire treatment head while the scanning simula-

tions are based on a beam parameterization at treatment head

exit. Results from TOPAS are exported in DICOM format.

One might expect that as TOPAS becomes more established

in the field of proton therapy, users might contribute scripts

for other planning systems.

A detailed comparison of Monte Carlo and analytical dose

calculation methods is beyond the scope of this paper, how-

ever, examples shown in Fig. 17 demonstrate how TOPAS is

currently used at MGH. The figure shows a comparison be-

tween TOPAS simulations and XiO planned dose for two pa-

tients treated in passive scattering mode. Dose distributions

for one CT slice in the clinical target volume are shown to-

gether with dose difference distribution. A good agreement

between the pencil beam algorithm and the Monte Carlo sim-

ulations can be seen over much of the treated region, espe-

cially for the clinical target volumes. There are significant dif-

ferences as well. For this prostate patient, the planning system

predicts a longer range, resulting in considerable dose differ-

ences at the distal edge of the beams. Note that the dose is

simulated in absolute values. No normalization to the plan-

ning system dose was done. A TOPAS scorer giving ioniza-

tion chamber charge deposit allows for output factor deter-

mination. Doses in proton therapy are reported in Gy(RBE)

using a generic RBE of 1.1. TOPAS supports the calculation

of LET which in turn can be used to calculate dose and end-

point dependent RBE values. Biophysical model algorithms

to do this are not currently part of TOPAS, but an LET scorer

already included in the scoring system provides the necessary

inputs to such calculations.

IV. DISCUSSION

IV.A. Lessons from safety management

TOPAS builds in lessons from safety management. The

most important of these is that engineering controls, forcing
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FIG. 17. Comparison between XiO planned dose (left), TOPAS dose calculation (middle), and dose difference distribution (right) for one CT slice in the CTV

for two patients, a head and neck (top) and a prostate patient (bottom). Shown are complete plans including all fields. Doses are given in Gy.

one to do things, are better than administrative controls,

telling one to do things. So TOPAS gets rid of line-ordering

mistakes because in TOPAS, line order does not matter.

TOPAS strictly enforces the type and units of all variables

(string, boolean, integer or double). When a value in one file

overrides the value set in another file, TOPAS insists that the

variable types and unit categories (length, mass, etc.) have to

match appropriately.

In the larger software world, users like software to make

reasonable guesses and go ahead, but for medical physics, we

want software to enforce precision. The goal is not just to get

an accurate simulation, but to get an accurate simulation of

the setup the user actually intended to simulate. By making

it both easier to run a simulation and more difficult to make

mistakes, we facilitate wider application of Monte Carlo to a

variety of complex problems and to a variety of user types.

IV.B. Advantages of TOPAS software design

TOPAS is written in pure C++, the same language as the

underlying Geant4 toolkit. TOPAS requires absolutely no ex-

ternal libraries other than Geant4. These two decisions insure

that TOPAS can run on the largest possible set of computing

systems—any system that can run Geant4 can run TOPAS,

which includes systems based on Linux, MAC-OS as well as

MS-Windows.

The TOPAS software architecture makes extensive use of

object oriented software techniques such as base classes and

inheritance to avoid code duplication from one class to an-

other. All geometry components inherit most of their func-

tionality from a base geometry component, all scorers inherit

most of their functionality from a base scorer, all filters inherit

most of their functionality from a base filter, etc. Such archi-

tecture keeps software compact and enhances reliability. This

code reuse also insures that user experience gained in config-

uring one component, scorer or filter will apply equally well

to configuring any other component, scorer or filter.

The TOPAS design intentionally limits interactive control.

A key characteristic of Monte Carlo simulation is that one

spends a relatively small amount of time setting up param-

eters and relatively much more time running a simulation

with those parameters. During most of the simulation time,

the parameters are not to be changed. In cases where param-

eters are to be changed, for time-dependent behaviors, the

changes should be carefully controlled, automated, not mod-

ified through interactive commands. Thus, while interactive

features may seem attractive, they generally increase the risk

of unrepeatable or incorrect results.
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The TOPAS parameter system is not just used as an in-

put structure but is the structure from which all other parts

of TOPAS draw variables throughout the simulation run. Pa-

rameters are never copied into other local variables (except

for a few cases where performance considerations cannot al-

low even the small amount of time involved in retrieving a

value from the parameters system). By avoiding duplication

of parameter values into local “cached” variables, TOPAS re-

duces the possibility that some local variable may fall out of

synch with the intended parameter (a serious issue with time-

dependent behaviors).

TOPAS is not inherently faster or slower than native

Geant4. TOPAS makes it easier to set up the job, but once

the event loop begins, most time is spent, as in any Geant4-

based simulation, in Geant4 navigation and Geant4 physics. A

well-engineered native Geant4 simulation will perform just as

fast as the equivalent TOPAS simulation. But TOPAS makes

it much easier to get to that well-engineered state.

The Geant4 collaboration issues a new code release

roughly once per year. In doing so, they are very cautious

about changing any part of Geant4 that would require updates

to user codes. Because TOPAS is cleanly layered on top of the

standard Geant4 release, TOPAS is, to Geant4, just another

user code. At each new Geant4 release, the TOPAS collabo-

ration will make any required adjustments and will perform

regression tests to assess any changes in accuracy. TOPAS

will also maintain backwards compatibility with the last sev-

eral Geant4 versions, as some users may need to remain on

a release that they have already themselves validated rather

than migrate to a new one.

IV.C. Future work

TOPAS is meant to be freely available for researchers in

medical physics. At the time of this writing, users from a va-

riety of cancer centers in North America, Europe, and Asia

are testing the code. Testers have web access to code updates

and user guides. There is also a user forum where announce-

ments are made, bugs are reported, and new features requests

are discussed. This content will become more widely avail-

able when TOPAS makes its full public release in June 2013.

Until then, a more limited view of the work can be seen at:

https://sites.google.com/site/topasmc/

Interested users can apply there to join our test community

or to stay advised of upcoming releases.

A major ongoing effort is to improve the efficiency of the

code through careful code profiling and software engineering

and to build in options for variance reduction that will be vali-

dated in the proton therapy context. Furthermore, TOPAS will

eventually include a graphical user interface (GUI), but inter-

nally, TOPAS will always be driven by parameter files.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown how TOPAS takes a comprehensive ap-

proach to ease of use, reliability, and repeatability. A power-

ful parameter control system coupled with a flexible geom-

etry component model enables great flexibility in a manner

perfectly suited to the real world of scientific collaboration in

which the medical physicist lives. TOPAS, by its core archi-

tecture, enables collaboration. All users share a common, well

built and well tested software application. The hierarchical

nature of the parameter system makes it possible for users to

hold many variables constant while at any one time adjusting

just a few. Through the exchange of parameter files, users can

exchange simulation setups, sharing each other’s validated so-

lutions between institutions or in translation from research to

clinic. TOPAS enables an ecology of shared solutions.

We have built the basics of TOPAS and demonstrated its

accuracy and usability in a variety of proton therapy setups at

our own proton centers. Through the examples that we have

tested, we have demonstrated that particle sources, physics

options, scoring and graphics are indeed easily configurable,

and that time-dependent behaviors are well supported. To use

Monte Carlo transport for proton therapy today, one must be

both an expert in Monte Carlo coding details and an expert in

medical physics. With TOPAS, it will be sufficient to be an

expert in medical physics.
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